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Abstract

Fine-resolution (500 m/pixel) Cassini Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) T20 observations of Titan resolve that moon’s sand dunes. The spectral variability in some dune regions shows that there are sand-free interdune areas, wherein VIMS spectra reveal the exposed dune substrate. The interdunes from T20 are, variously, materials that correspond to the equatorial bright, 5-µm-bright, and dark blue spectral units. Our observations show that an enigmatic “dark red” spectral unit seen in T5 in fact represents a macroscopic mixture with 5-µm-bright material and dunes as its spectral endmembers. Looking more broadly, similar mixtures of varying amounts of dune and interdune units of varying composition can explain the spectral and albedo variability within the dark brown dune global spectral unit that is associated with dunes. The presence of interdunes indicates that Titan’s dunefields are both mature and recently active. The spectrum of the dune endmember reveals the sand to be composed of less water ice than the rest of Titan; various organics are consistent with the dunes’ measured reflectivity. We measure a mean dune spacing of 2.1 km, and find that the dunes are oriented on the average in an east–west direction, but angling up to 10° from parallel to the equator in specific cases. Where no interdunes are present, we determine the height of one set of dunes photoclinometrically to be between 30 and 70 m. These results pave the way for future exploration and interpretation of Titan’s sand dunes.
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1. Introduction

Contrary to prior theoretical prediction (Lorenz et al., 1995), Cassini found sand dunes on Titan (Lorenz et al., 2006). They are longitudinal dunes, which form parallel to the average wind direction and in wind regimes characterized by at least two different principal wind directions (Tsoar, 1983; Rubin and Ikeda, 1990; Lancaster, 1995). The areas covered by dunes are discernible in near-infrared spectral mapping by low albedo and a shallow red slope relative to the rest of Titan (“dark brown”; Soderblom et al., 2007). Global mapping shows that this dune-containing dark brown spectral unit covers a substantial fraction of Titan’s surface at latitudes within 30° of the equator (Barnes et al., 2007a).

In this paper, we use observations from Cassini’s Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS; Brown et al., 2004)...
to investigate the nature of Titan’s dunefields. We first describe the observations, which involve a novel mode of data acquisition. Next we investigate the morphology and spectral variability of the dunefields, revealing the existence of sand-free interdunes in some areas. We acquire and analyze spectra of both the dunes and interdunes to constrain composition. Next we measure dune spacings and orientations and determine the dunes’ heights using photoclinometry before concluding.

2. Data reduction

The data that we analyze in this paper consist of VIMS observations from the Ta (2004 October 26), T4 (2005 April 31), T20 (2006 October 25), and T34 (2007 July 19) Cassini flybys of Titan. We show a summary of the data that we use in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flyby</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Cube(s)</th>
<th>Geometry</th>
<th>Exp. time</th>
<th>Max res.</th>
<th>Solar zenith angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ta</td>
<td>2004 October 26</td>
<td>1477496141_1</td>
<td>64 × 64</td>
<td>80 ms</td>
<td>1.7 km</td>
<td>34°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>2005 March 31</td>
<td>1490990831_4</td>
<td>64 × 64</td>
<td>80 ms</td>
<td>1.2 km</td>
<td>45°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T20</td>
<td>2006 October 25</td>
<td>1540484750_1</td>
<td>n = 910</td>
<td>13 ms</td>
<td>485 m</td>
<td>41°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T34</td>
<td>2007 July 19</td>
<td>1563501939_1</td>
<td>n = 64</td>
<td>50 ms</td>
<td>2.7 km</td>
<td>42°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1563502438_1</td>
<td>1 × 64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Ta and T4 cubes are conventional cubes, 64 × 64 in spatial dimensions. The infrared half of VIMS is a spot-scanning instrument; it has a single, linear 256-element array that takes but a single spectrum at a time. To build up two-dimensional images it uses an actuated mirror that sweeps left-to-right (the ‘x’ or ‘sample’ dimension) before angling down by a single pixel (the ‘y’ or ‘line’ dimension), flying back like a typewriter, and starting a new left-to-right sweep. At the end of every line, the instrument takes a measurement of the background. We reduced them using the VIMS pipeline, as detailed in Barnes et al. (2007a): background subtraction, despike/desaturation, flatfield, conversion to I/F, and geometric projection.

The T20 and T34 observations were designed using a new and different mode of data acquisition. When VIMS observes near low-altitude closest approaches to Titan (within 2500 km or so), the spacecraft cannot turn quickly enough to stay pointed at a target on the moon’s surface. In this case, we do not take full cubes as outlined above. Instead, we program the instrument to take repeated single-line cubes, moving the mirror only in the sample dimension, and rely on the spacecraft’s motion relative to the moon’s surface to build up the second spatial dimension. This results in many tens or hundreds of data cubes with spatial dimensions of N by 1. The exposure time and number of spectra N that we take in the sample dimension is determined by the requirement that the spacecraft have moved 1 pixel downtrack in the time that it takes VIMS to complete each line scan. For low-periapsis closest approaches like that on T20, this limits the width of the swath to 12 pixels near closest approach using the minimum necessary exposure time to achieve a signal-to-noise ratio of 100 in the 2 µm band (13 ms).

The resulting hundreds of 12 by 1 cubes that are the result of this observation mode, which we call “noodle mode” based on the aspect ratio of the geometrically projected result, must be reduced somewhat differently from cubes in “normal mode.” If each of these 12 × 1s is reduced individually, then the resulting geometric projection shows striping in the sample dimension with an intensity comparable to that of the surface reflectivity. The striping is caused by the on-board background subtraction. With 13 ms exposures and no averaging between lines, the background measurement for each cube is tremendously noisy. Thus to defeat this noise we stitch the 12 × 1s into a single cube 12 by nn in size where nn is the number of 12 × 1 cubes in the observation. We re-add the on-board-subtracted background, and then subtract off the median background value for the entire nn cube sequence instead of the individual backgrounds being subtracted off of each 12 × 1 cube. We then complete the reduction in the same way as for normal mode cubes.

3. Spectral mapping

3.1. The dunes

Cassini’s RADAR instrument sees dunes exclusively within the VIMS dark brown spectral unit (Soderblom et al., 2007). Soderblom et al. (2007) hypothesized that this dark brown endmember, and by extension the sand (defined as particles between 0.0625 and 2 mm in diameter) that makes up the dunes themselves, could be composed of complex hydrocarbons and/or nitriles. As the VIMS T20 swath passes through dark brown northern Fensal (see Fig. 1) with spatial resolution sufficient to resolve individual dunes (∼500 m/pixel), we use it to investigate the spectral characteristics of the sand dunes when we can see that they fill entire pixels.

The entire 12-pixel-wide portion of the T20 swath is shown in color in Fig. 2. As the swath extends over 900 pixels in the downrange dimension but is 12 pixels across, for this figure we rotated the cylindrically-mapped swath through Euler angles appropriate to straighten it out, and then compressed it in the downrange dimension in order to facilitate spectral comparisons within the swath. The combination of rotation and compression result in the unconventional latitude/longitude grid that surrounds the swath in Fig. 2 and introduces spatial distortions to the resulting image. For interpreting morphology and
measuring the spatial characteristics of the dunes in this region we utilize unaltered cylindrical maps, as described in Section 5.

The swath as seen in Fig. 2 is remarkably nonuniform in both albedo and spectrum. The general blue gradient from left to right along the swath, as seen in Fig. 2a, results from increasing atmospheric scattering as the terrain covered is illuminated with lower incidence angle at the end of the swath (26°, right) than at the beginning (46°, left). Cassini was approaching Titan during the observation, which started with a range to Titan’s surface of 1280 km and ended with a range of 970 km. Time increases to the right, as the spacecraft passed over Titan’s surface from west to east.

Based on the morphology of thin, isolated linear marks in some portions of the swath, the low albedo that would explain
Interdunes can be seen in many different types of dune fields, including transverse dunes, star dunes, and longitudinal dunes. A photo of an interdune from the Mesquite Dunes in Death Valley National Park is shown in Supplementary Figure 3. Interdunes on Earth can be strikingly sand-free, given their proximity to dunes of sand. The Namib dunefield, which Lorenz et al. (2006) used as an Earth analog for Titan’s equatorial dunefields, is only 40–50% covered in sand, with the rest consisting of sand-free interdune regions (Lancaster, 1995). Interdunes that represent the exposure of dune substrate are common within terrestrial longitudinal dunes (e.g. in Australia; Wasson et al., 1988).

As the interdunes are not present in all parts of the T20 swath, evidently not all of Titan’s dunefields possess sand-free interdunes; some have nearly continuous sand sheets or have interdunes composed of the same dark-brown spectral unit that makes up the dunes. If, for instance, the continuously dark areas within the T20 swath (like that near 61° W) had interdunes made of dark brown sandstone, VIMS would not be capable of identifying that fact.

Given the expected particle diameter within the dunes of 180–250 µm (Lorenz et al., 2006), the VIMS penetration depth given our wavelength coverage (∼10 µm), and a low albedo inhibiting multiple-scattering, if there were even a monolayer of sand particles covering what we are calling the interdune regions those areas would begin take on a dark brown appearance to VIMS. Hence the interdunes in the T20 swath must be almost entirely free of dark brown sand.

The fact that Titan presently has dunes and interdunes implies that the dunes are presently in an active state, or at least that they were active in the geologically recent past. Inactive sand seas on Earth, like the Nebraska Sand Hills, have continuous sand across their expanse. There, bedrock outcrops only where streams cut through the sand. Given sufficient time and no active aeolian processing to maintain it, the dune/interdune dichotomy would degrade from both mass wasting and from the fluvial redistribution of sand, as it did in Nebraska after the climatic shift associated with end of the most recent glaciation. That this has not occurred on Titan, at least in the area studied by VIMS on T20, indicates that active aeolian dune formation is presently occurring more rapidly than sand redistribution. Barren an unrecognized abrupt climate shift recent enough to have altered the dunes’ status but not so long ago as to have allowed the new climatic regime to redistribute the sand, Titan’s dunes are probably active in the present day.

Because within the interdunes we see the dune substrate, and not locally-derived sediments, these dunes likely migrated into the area from elsewhere. On Earth, low sand supply and a negative sand budget are thought to lead to sand-free interdunes. Higher sand supply and/or local sand production lead to sand-covered interdunes. This explanation is consistent with the Namib dunes. In the southern and central Namib, greater sand supply leads to sandy interdunes, while the interdunes in the north, with lower sand supply, have interdunes composed of pre-dune gravel (Lancaster, 1995).

3.2. The interdunes

Why are the dunes more prominent in some areas on Titan than in others? To address this question, we look at the spectral characteristics of the dunes across the T20 swath. The dark areas that represent individual dunes change in spectrum only as would be expected for the corresponding atmospheric contributions along the swath (Fig. 2a, also see Fig. 3). The bright areas that sometimes show between the dunes vary significantly, though. From this we infer that the bright material between the dunes is not made of the same material that makes up the dunes. This bright material is analogous to regions within terrestrial sand seas between dunes that are sand-free, known as interdunes. The interdune material likely then represents the substrate unit that the dunes are covering.
4. Spectroscopy

4.1. Dune composition

We show a numerically-calculated spectral unit map of the T20 swath in Fig. 2c. The units are calculated by assigning a set of spectral endpoints, assigning units based on which pixels’ spectra are closest to which endpoints, and then repeating the process with new endpoints assigned to be the average spectrum of each unit. We iterate in this manner until an equilibrium is reached where the map changes little or not at all between iterations. We split the swath into three separate zones for the calculation in order to limit atmospheric influence on the unit groupings.

The spectrum of the dunes (dark lines in Fig. 3) in general tracks quite well that of other parts of Titan, but with a lower groupings. We split the swath into three separate zones for the calculation in order to limit atmospheric influence on the unit groupings.

The spectrum of the dunes (dark lines in Fig. 3) in general tracks quite well that of other parts of Titan, but with a lower groupings. We split the swath into three separate zones for the calculation in order to limit atmospheric influence on the unit groupings.

The spectrum of the dunes (dark lines in Fig. 3) in general tracks quite well that of other parts of Titan, but with a lower groupings. We split the swath into three separate zones for the calculation in order to limit atmospheric influence on the unit groupings.
variety of characteristics (Lorenz et al., 2008). As such, the precise composition of the sand in Titan’s dunefields remains an open question.

4.2. Interdune composition

Classification of the spectra of the interdunes into the global spectral unit that they best match is straightforward, given that the signal-to-noise ratio is better for these more highly reflective units than it is for the dark dunes. Our identifications are depicted at the bottom of Fig. 2. In some areas we are unable to satisfactorily identify the composition of the interdunes, perhaps because either no interdunes exist in those areas or because the interdune composition is similar to that of the sand particles themselves (and may indeed be sand). Those areas are designated with “sand” as the substrate unit, and are depicted in brown. Some of the “sand” areas look like they might be extensions of nearby substrate units but with a higher sand cover; the distinction between identifying those best-guess substrates and calling the areas “sand” is arbitrary.

Near the west end of the swath, at 15.9° N 63.2° W, is an outcrop of the equatorial bright spectral unit [as described in Barnes et al. (2007a); this unit corresponds to the bright neutral unit from Soderblom et al. (2007) near the equator] 5–10 km across. This unit’s reflectance matches that of most of the bright material within 25° of Titan’s equator (except for Xanadu), and shows up as greenish in the $R = 2.8$ μm, $G = 2.0$ μm, $B = 1.28$ μm color scheme shown in Fig. 2 [as well as with the same color scheme but $R = 5$ μm as in Barnes et al. (2007a)]. This particular small outcrop is free of dunes. On either side of the equatorial bright patch are areas that have dark linear sand dunes crossing on top of what evidently is a continuation of the equatorial bright spectral unit. The dunes here generally cover a greater areal fraction the further one progresses from the equatorial bright patch. About 50 km away from the equatorial bright patch in both directions the dunes start to dominate, covering enough of the underlying material so as to make unambiguous identification of its spectral unit challenging. The classes that we interpret to correspond to the equatorial bright unit in the west end of the swath here are colored green and dark green, and the spectrum of the green class is shown in Fig. 3.

Progressing eastward down the T20 swath, as Cassini did, we next encounter interdunes near 59.5° W, particularly the 5-µm-bright substrate beneath the dunes ends abruptly at 52.5° W. The VIMS imaging becomes less coherent as we move eastward from here as a result of the downtrack spacecraft velocity increasing past the point where the instrument can complete a full 12 pixel line before traveling 1 pixel downtrack. Immediately eastward of 52.5° W is an area that may again be underlain by equatorial bright material where it is not entirely covered by sand. At the far eastern end of the swath, eastward of 47° W, the dunes may overlie an instance of the water-ice-enhanced dark blue unit that Huygens landed on first identified by Rodriguez et al. (2006) and also explored by McCord et al. (2006), Soderblom et al. (2007), and Barnes et al. (2007a).

The nature of the substrate as seen between dunes is uncertain. Classical interdunes are flat plains between dunes. The interdunes that we see could be similar. They could also be topographic highs that have dunes climbing up through them. The VIMS data are insufficient to answer this question, and it will therefore need to be addressed by future observations, probably post-Cassini.

4.3. Regional context

We attempt to make sense of the substrate spectral units that VIMS encountered in the T20 swath by placing the swath into regional context. The observation with the best combination of resolution, phase angle, and uniformity of coverage surrounding the T20 swath was that on T5 (2005 April 16). We show the T5 data and the T5 data along with the VIMS T20 swath and annotations in Fig. 4. The T5 data have been forcibly registered to the Ta RADAR swath in absolute geometry—however, their inherent resolution, T20 ephemeris uncertainties, and recent discoveries regarding the location of Titan’s rotational pole (Persi Del Marmo et al., 2007; Stiles et al., 2007) mean that both the positions and the relative position of the T5 data and the T20 strip are uncertain by up to $\sim1°$.

The T20 swath begins north of Ksa crater in northern Fensal. The portion of the swath west of 60° W has poor VIMS coverage, as do most areas surrounding 90° W, particularly the vicinity of the crater Menrva west of Ksa. However, it seems that the T20 strip begins within an instance of the dark brown spectral unit just east of the as-yet-unnamed facula north of Ksa and east of the dunes from T4 shown in Barnes et al. (2007a).
The equatorial bright spot within the strip could represent the edge of Ksa or perhaps a mountainous ejecta block from Ksa similar to those seen surrounding Sinlap (Radebaugh et al., 2007).

Proceeding east into moderate-resolution (6 km/pixel) T5 coverage, we see that the portion of the swath with 5-µm-bright interdunes shows up as a ghostly dark red in the regional image. This solves a dilemma regarding this area that dates from the T5 flyby: what are these darker 5-µm-bright areas with fuzzy boundaries in northern Fensal? The type units for 5-µm-bright terrain, Tui Regio and Hotei Regio, are much brighter and have sharp boundaries. Initial thinking that these might represent low-optical-depth fog was dispelled when subsequent observations also showed the ghostly dark red, albeit at lower resolution. The high-resolution VIMS T20 observations unambiguously solve the dilemma: the dark red areas represent dark brown dunes covering a 5-µm-bright substrate. The macroscopic mixing of the two results in a dark red color when viewed with spatial resolution too coarse to separate dunes from interdunes. Thus far, then, when viewed at fine spatial resolution, the 5-µm-bright unit and the dark dunes each appear to represent spectral endmembers.
This realization opens the door for the interpretation of brightness and color variations within the dark brown dune-containing spectral unit across Titan. Such an interpretation must start with the assumption that the spectrum of the dune-forming sand is uniform across the surface. While this must be mostly true based on the dune-dark brown correlation discovered by Soderblom et al. (2007), it is not necessarily true in detail. Lancaster (1995) notes that sand coloration in visible wavelengths changes significantly even within the relatively small (∼100 km wide) Namib dunefield. While Mars’ uniform dust gets globally distributed by storms every few martian years, Titan’s saltating sand does not. The global uniformity of Titan’s sand remains to be tested. Previous spectral imaging studies of terrestrial dunefields have shown that it is possible to map sand composition from remote sensing (White et al., 2001).

With the uniform-sand-spectrum assumption in place, variations within the dark brown spectral unit would then result from differences in (1) substrate composition and (2) fractional sand coverage. Given a proper atmospheric correction, high signal-to-noise, and the identification of spectral endmembers, both of these factors could be mapped within the dark brown units globally. One technique capable of such mapping would be that of spectral mixture analysis, previously applied to Titan by McCord et al. (2008). We show a manual, visual attempt to do so in Fig. 4.

While the area immediately east (presumably downwind; Lorenz et al., 2006; Radebaugh et al., 2008) of the unnamed facula that we call “The Shield” centered at 52.5° W 2.5° N is an instance of dark blue terrain (a general trend noted by Soderblom et al., 2007; McCord et al., 2008; and Barnes et al., 2007b), the dark blue wake does not have a sharply-defined edge. Its gradient toward dark brown results from dune encroachment as the dunefields try to re-form in the lee of a topographic obstacle as noted by Lorenz et al. (2006) and the sand coverage fraction increases. There is another dark area of dunes that perhaps might have a dark blue icier substrate further east of the shield. This long, thin, snaky area continues east from the edge of Fig. 4. A last area of dunes that might possibly be underlain by dark blue material is located near the end of the T20 swath. The identification here is more ambiguous — there could be equatorial bright or perhaps a different spectral unit entirely that serves as the dune substrate at the end of the T20 swath. Pitman et al. (in preparation) estimate a 30% water-ice content for an instance of the dark brown spectral unit that they measured from lower-resolution T20 observations — this value may not directly represent the composition of the dunes’ sand, but may instead represent, say, 20% dune coverage over the dark blue spectral unit.

The green outlines in Fig. 4 represent areas that may be underlain by equatorial bright terrain, and the red outlines show the area with 5-µm-bright terrain underneath it as revealed by T20. The yellow-outlined zones are more ambiguous. The northern end of the yellow outline was revealed to be 5-µm-bright beneath the dunes by T20. However, the southern portions are a slightly different color, and thus may not be in quite the same situation. At least two dark, possibly bluish lineaments cross the yellow outlines as shown within the yellow outlines. These may represent channels (Barnes et al., 2007b) within the dune covered areas; higher resolution and higher integration times would help to test the channel hypothesis.

One possible channel feature, not directly visible in the T5 context map, apparently does cross the T20 swath. When comparing the T20 VIMS observation and the T17 RADAR swath, a dark, meandering lineament is evident, as shown in Fig. 5. This feature, perhaps a pixel or two wide (∼350 m), is at the resolution limit of both instruments and is particularly subtle. Its detection with both instruments makes it decidedly more believable. The putative channel runs with a north–south orientation. It crosses several sets of dunes and interdunes, intersecting them nearly perpendicularly in most cases. That VIMS can see the channels means that they are not buried structures like those seen by radar in the Sahara; or if they are buried they have a significant surface expression. That the channels and dunes coexist in this location implies that they either are or were concurrently active or that the channels are relics of the substrate material that has been overprinted with dunes.

5. Morphometry

Where the dunes are sufficiently contrasting and resolved, we are able to measure their spacing and orientation. Dune spacing can be an indicator of smaller-scale dune shapes and formation environment, and their orientation ought to be parallel to the time-averaged vector-sum wind direction. Radebaugh et al. (2008) performed similar measurements using RADAR data. While RADAR’s greater fine-resolution area coverage makes for more extensive capabilities for these studies, the VIMS data are complementary in that they cover some areas not covered by RADAR.

We show a 2-µm non-stretched version of the VIMS T20 swath in Fig. 6. Annotations indicating the presence of dark
Fig. 6. The same T20 swath shown in Fig. 2, but this time in simple cylindrical projection and with just the 2-µm coadded channel shown. Block 1 is the furthest west; its eastern end overlaps with the west end of block 2, and so on down to block 5. Apparent dune locations are indicated directly above clean images. For ease in dune identification each block has been stretched independently.

lineaments are shown above unannotated images. Each block is individually stretched to enhance small-scale features like the dunes; hence intercomparison of albedos between blocks is not valid. The east–west trending lineaments are dunes. The indicated lineaments that are parallel to the swath itself are suspect—we think that they are probably artifacts resulting from the nature of the observation style and the low signal-to-noise ratio in the dark portions of the swath.

Counting 19 dunes between 14° N and 15° N, 23 between 15° N and 16° N, and 22 between 16° N and 17° N yields averages of 2.37, 1.96, and 2.05 km for dune spacings respectively, or 2.11 km as a total average. The orientations of the dune crests in block 2 show an average angle that is nearly parallel to the equator, only 2° north of east, but with wide variations between ±11°. Those in block 3 angle 5° south of east. The wide variance in orientation over this relatively small distance could be indicative of local topography affecting average wind direction and dune orientation.

Though no other VIMS observations have such fine spatial resolution as T20, dunes or indications of dunes are seen on other flybys. The T4 dunes shown in Fig. 7, first reported by Barnes et al. (2007a), are remarkably uniform in orientation and
Fig. 7. High-resolution color map with \( R = 2.8 \mu \text{m}, G = 2 \mu \text{m}, B = 1.28 \mu \text{m} \) of dunes in northwestern Fensal from T4. Dune locations and orientations are indicated at bottom.

Fig. 8. Portion of the T34 “noodle mode” swath that contains lineaments that may be related to underlying dunes. See text.

spacing when compared to those from T20. They also show low contrast, implying that they either do not have interdunes or that their interdunes have similar reflective properties to the sand itself. Individual dunes are barely resolved, so in some cases the apparent dune spacing is affected by which pixel the dune itself falls onto. We calculate a median dune spacing of 2.1 km for the dunes surrounding 22° N 68° W, and a nearly uniform orientation of 17° north of east.

East–west trending lineaments are also seen on the recent T34 Titan flyby. The resolution of the observation shown in Fig. 8 is 2.7 km/pixel, which is too coarse to resolve dunes based on their separations as measured from T20 and T4 above. The lineaments indicated could be dunes with longer spacing than the others, but we think that it is much more likely that they are an aliasing effect of seeing, for instance, two dunes and an interdune in one pixel and one dune and two interdunes in the next. The lineament orientations may therefore be indicative of the underlying dune orientations. The average orientation for T34 is 3° north of east, but with a huge variation between ±25°. The high variation likely results from the aliased nature of the lineations themselves, and is therefore unlikely to be meaningful. The average we calculate may correspond to the average orientation for the dunes in the area; however higher resolution VIMS or RADAR observations would be needed to verify the validity of orientations from coarse-resolution data.

The equatorial bright Tortola Facula, observed by VIMS at fine resolution on Ta and studied by Sotin et al. (2005), is surrounded by an instance of the dark brown spectral unit that ought to be filled with sand. However while numerous lineaments are seen in the dark brown material, few have the characteristic spacing expected for sand dunes. The spatial resolution is insufficient to resolve the dune separations. The solid lines that we show in Fig. 9 might represent dunes; the dashed lines probably do not. The area seems to have sand-colored interdunes, and is illuminated from more nearly overhead than the T4 observation; hence it should show low dune contrast. It may also be that the dunes are less regular in this area, and hence less easily identified.

A summary of our measurements from VIMS dune observations is shown in Table 2. Our spacing determination of 2.1 km is consistent with the “dunefields” designation from Radebaugh et al. (2008), and not with what Radebaugh et al. (2008) call “sand seas.” The closer, ∼1 km spacing noted by those authors for “sand seas” would apply better to areas that we show having
Fig. 9. This is the fine-resolution VIMS image of Tortola Facula from Ta made famous by Sotin et al. (2005), stretched instead to bring out detail in the surrounding dark brown unit. No clear duneforms are seen; the image has insufficient spatial resolution to detect them.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flyby</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Spacing</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T20</td>
<td>Fensal, east of Ksa crater</td>
<td>2.1 km</td>
<td>Block 2: 2° N of E</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Block 3: 5° S of E</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>NW Fensal, west of Bali Facula</td>
<td>2.1 km</td>
<td>17° N of E</td>
<td>30–70 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T34</td>
<td>Eastern Senkyo</td>
<td>3° N of E</td>
<td>10° N of E (?)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta</td>
<td>Surrounding Tortola Facula</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Spacing measurement is the median spacing from several measured dunes. Heights are derived from photoclinometry, where valid; the measured values probably contain unquantified systematic errors that render the results as only approximations.

6. Photoclinometry

To constrain the crest-to-trough height of Titan’s sand dunes, we employ photoclinometry (also known as “shape from shading”). The technique takes advantage of the fact that terrain facets with orientations more nearly perpendicular to the illumination direction appear brighter than those facets facing away from the Sun. Each pixel can thereby be assigned a maximum slope. By integrating these inferred slopes along a line parallel to the illumination direction, we assemble a topographic profile. In order for brightness variations in an image to represent slope, the albedo across the scene must be uniform. Hence the VIMS observations of dunes that are separated by interdunes that have albedos characteristic of the substrate material, as in the T20 strip, are not appropriate for the application of the photoclinometric technique. Our observations from Ta, T4, and T34 contain areas where the region between dunes is either covered in sand or of a material with the same spectral properties. The signal-to-noise ratio and resolution of the T34 observation, however, are insufficient for photoclinometry in the region where the albedos are appropriate. The Ta observation, despite good illumination from the south at 30° zenith angle, does not show repetitive dune-like structure even though it is dark brown and shows evidence of east–west trending “ridges” (Sotin et al., 2005). Hence we focus our photoclinometric analysis on the 80-ms-integration 64 × 64 cube with dunes from T4.
We use a one-dimensional photoclinometry algorithm that was written for evaluating martian landing sites (Beyer et al., 2003), but that has since been used to measure topographic profiles of both aeolian (Bourke et al., 2006) and subaqueous (Burr et al., 2004) martian dunes, as well as profiles of Europan ridges (Hurford et al., 2005). The algorithm is detailed in Beyer et al. (2003), but we summarize the relevant aspects and Titan modifications here. When previously applied to martian imaging, Beyer et al. (2003) applied the photoclinometry algorithm to calibrated geometrically raw images to reduce systematic errors. Since VIMS is a spot-scanner and our resolution and viewing angles vary significantly over the course of the T4 cube, raw-geometry cubes are not effective for photoclinometry. Hence after calibration (see Section 2), we project the relevant cubes into a simple cylindrical coordinate system as outlined in Barnes et al. (2007a), using nearest-neighbor interpolation to best preserve photometric properties.

We use just the 2 µm band (VIMS plane number 165 in a zero-offset c-style numbering system) to optimize signal-to-noise ratio while minimizing atmospheric effects. Though atmospheric scattering from haze particles is reduced in the 2 µm band, it is not eliminated entirely. We subtract from the image an empirically determined constant to compensate. The assumed atmospheric value is one source of systematic error associated with the resulting topographic profile. For the surface photometric function, we assume a Heneyy–Greenstein phase function with $g = -0.4$ as determined by Buratti et al. (2006) for Titan’s low-albedo areas. As this function was measured for broad dark areas that include both dark brown (sandy) and dark blue (icy) terrains, and because the function was measured for much lower spatial resolution and thus characterizes larger-scale slopes than those of interest in the T4 cube, it is also a likely source of systematic error. We run a forward-solution for what values of $I/F$ would be expected for pixels as a function of surface slope angle with the observation’s given photometric angles, and for each pixel in the profile we look up that pixel’s measured $I/F$ in the table and interpolate to find its slope.

The profile and its location are shown in Fig. 10. To minimize systematic errors driven by non-uniform albedo, we chose an area that appears spectroscopically to have either sand-covered interdunes or ones with similar spectral properties to the dunes themselves. To compensate for residual albedo variations on scales larger than that of the dunes themselves (like that around kilometer 44–50), we high-pass filtered the profile using a wavelet transform. The wavelet transform introduces artifacts at the start and end of the sequence that it transforms, so we show only the interior portion of the profile not affected by the artifacts.

Not every bump in the profile represents a sand dune, necessarily. The most robust dune detections, such as those between kilometers 28–40 and 50–60 in the profile, show crest-to-trough dune heights of between 30 and 70 m.

This VIMS photoclinometric dune height measurement is smaller than the RADAR determination of 100–150 m in Belet from photoclinometry. This is likely due at least in part to the different nature of the dunes in the VIMS location relative to those in Belet: the dunes measured by RADAR were the most spectacular, highest-contrast dunes seen; the VIMS dunes are decidedly more modest when viewed both with VIMS and with RADAR from T3 (see Fig. 10 from Barnes et al. (2007a)). As mentioned in Section 3, areas such as that covered by the VIMS T4 cube that have no interdunes may be covered in more complicated complex or composite dune structures. The VIMS T4 area may also represent one with a different dune-formation regime, either with differing wind conditions or sand supply, which may also account for the discrepancy. Given the diversity that occurs even within individual sand seas on Earth (Lancaster, 1995), it is perhaps unsurprising that Titan’s dunefields are showing a high degree of diversity as well.

6.1. Future observations

While the T4 observations allowed an estimate of dune heights, those observations are limited by coarse spatial resolution. A more robust estimate would require at least 2 and preferably more pixels across the dune itself, or more like 5–8 pixels between each dune crest.

A dune profile would allow us to identify whether the dunes are presently active and to ascertain the wind regime in the present season. Active longitudinal dunes, such as those in the Namib (Lancaster, 1995), develop slip faces on the downwind side of their crests. The slip face changes direction (and often length) when the winds change seasonally. Though the average wind direction is generally west-to-east (Lorenz et al., 2006; Radebaugh et al., 2008; and Section 5) the instantaneous wind direction probably alternates between extremes as is characteristic of other longitudinal dune fields. Perhaps the surface winds near the equator blow from the northwest in southern summer, and then from the southwest in northern summer, for instance. A topographic profile with sufficient resolution would be capable of identifying the present state of the dunes and, if slipfaces are found, the present wind regime.

Given the necessary resources and the desire to do so, VIMS is capable of profiling the dunes’ slopes before the end of Cassini’s mission. Obtaining 5–8 pixels across a dune would require high resolution of better than 400 m/pixel, and thus an observation near closest approach like the one studied by Jaumann et al. (2008). VIMS would need to be oriented such that hi-res mode would improve the resolution perpendicular to the dune orientation. The observation would require high signal-to-noise, and thus at least an 80 ms exposure time, preferably 160 ms, for reliable photometry of the dark dunes. Parts of the Belet sand sea might be appropriate to target.

Finally, such an experiment would require an appropriate target with optimized geometry. We would need to target an area with known dunes and, if possible, one known to have sand-covered interdunes. The dunes would preferably fill the VIMS field of view, thus maximizing the potential profile length. They should occur at the proper local solar time such that the down–Sun direction is perpendicular to the dune orientation. The spacecraft should be oriented such that VIMS’ sample direction is parallel to the illumination direction. Finally, the solar
Fig. 10. A simple-cylindrically projected, highly stretched 2-µm image of dunes west of Bali Facula obtained by VIMS during the T4 Cassini—Titan encounter is shown at top. The insolation incidence angle is 45°, the emission angle is 4°, and the insolation direction is toward 16° east of north. The image is centered at 20° N 68° W. A photometrically-determined topographic profile between points A and A’, shown is shown below. In order to eliminate topographic and albedo variation on scales much larger than the dunes, the profile has been high-pass filtered using a wavelet transform (Press et al., 1992) to emphasize structures smaller than 5 km in spatial wavelength.

zenith angle should be maximized. Given that Titan is heading into equinox in 2009, the zenith angle constraint means that the target dunes must be as far as possible from the equator. They should be as far north as possible if the observations were taken before 2009, and as far south as possible if they were taken after.

The cube obtained need not be a full 64 × 64 pixels in lateral extent. While the hires, cross-dune sample-direction should be the full 64 pixels, the minimum number of lines necessary would be enough so as to provide imaging context for the obtained profiles: of order ∼10 lines minimum.

A long exposure within the dunes would also have the ancillary benefit of further constraining the dunes’ composition.

These observations would have pixels known to contain sand with a high filling factor, and their high signal-to-noise ratio would allow for a robust search for absorption lines within the 5-µm window.

7. Conclusions

The Cassini Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer has developed a novel mode of data acquisition that allows observations near closest approach, when the spacecraft is moving over the surface too quickly to focus on the ground. We call it “nooodle mode.” The instrument repeatedly acquires lines of spectra oriented perpendicular to the relative motion of the spacecraft
and the surface beneath it. Using this technique during the 2006 October 25 closest approach with Titan (T20), the instrument acquired data with a high duty cycle and a maximum spatial resolution of 485 m/pixel.

The closest-approach observations lie in northern Fensal, within a dark brown spectral unit known from RADAR to contain longitudinal sand dunes. VIMS is able to identify the dunes. They are dark in each of Titan’s spectral windows, showing high contrast in some places and low contrast in others. We infer that the areas of high contrast are in fact areas where the dunes overlie a chemically distinct substrate that shows through in the interdune areas. The interdunes are almost entirely sand-free, similar to interdunes on Earth.

These observations are the first to acquire unadulterated spectra of the sand that makes up the dunes. Those spectra indicate that the dunes’ sand is not made of pure water ice. Though some small water ice component cannot be ruled out, the moderately high 2.8 µm/2.7 µm ratio and relative intensity between the 1.08, 1.28, 1.6, and 2.0 µm windows reveal the sandy spectral endmember to possess a lower relative water-ice content than Titan’s average. The specific identity of the remaining component remains unknown, but given the spectral constraints and Titan’s chemistry, some combination of organic compounds seems likely.

The mechanism for generating 200-µm-diameter organic particles that can saltate and form dunes is not known. An erosional process like that on Earth would require a lithified source of solid organic material that is capable of being eroded. Construction of particles from smaller haze particles, perhaps by sintering, must be able to both grow particles rapidly but halt their growth at the correct particle diameter.

Resolving the dunes results in spatial separation of dune and non-dune spectral endmembers. We have identified and mapped the substrate spectral units that underly the dunes throughout the T20 swath. Equatorial bright substrate dominates at the westward and possibly the eastward ends of the swath. The middle of the swath shows 5-µm-bright interdunes. These are the first instances of 5-µm-bright terrain known outside of Tui Regio and Hotei Regio. Their presence explains the fuzzy-bordered dark red spectral unit seen in northwestern Fensal on T5 to be a macroscopic mixture of dune and 5-µm-bright spectral endmembers. Hence the subtle, but real, spectral and albedo variability within Titan’s dune-filled dark brown spectral unit likely results from variations in fractional sand cover and substrate composition. We have shown that the identity of the substrate can be determined in those cases where dunes cover a sufficiently small fraction of each pixel. Future work entails doing this more thoroughly and quantitatively.

We measured the typical dune spacing to be 2.1 km. The dunes are oriented predominantly east–west, with variations of about 10° in either direction. In areas that show sand-colored interdunes or no interdunes at all, we were able to use photoclinometry to ascertain the dunes’ height. Our measured value of 30–70 m is significantly lower than that measured within Belet by Lorenz et al. (2006). We suggest that the discrepancy could be the result of the fact that the dunes that we measured appear ordinary when seen by RADAR, while the dunes that RADAR determined the heights for radarclinometrically on the sand-rich sand sea Belet are the most spectacularly high on Titan.

In short, we find that Titan’s dunefields are highly variable in coverage, height, and in the terrain that they cover. We suggest future VIMS fine-resolution, closest-approach observations of dunes in order to measure their slope profile. A discontinuous profile could represent a slipface, indicating that the dunes are presently active and revealing the instantaneous wind direction. The proposed high integration times would also serve to constrain the sand’s composition by providing a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio to search for absorptions within the 5-µm window.
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